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Wide-field imaging of magnetic signals using ensembles of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond has garnered

increasing interest due to its combination of micron-scale resolution, millimeter-scale field of view, and compatibility

with diverse samples from across the physical and life sciences. Recently, wide-field NV magnetic imaging based on

the Ramsey protocol has achieved uniform and enhanced sensitivity compared to conventional measurements. Here, we

integrate the Ramsey-based protocol with spin-bath driving to extend the NV spin dephasing time and improve magnetic

sensitivity. We also employ a high-speed camera to enable dynamic wide-field magnetic imaging. We benchmark

the utility of this quantum diamond microscope (QDM) by imaging magnetic fields produced from a fabricated wire

phantom. Over a 270× 270 µm2 field of view, a median per-pixel magnetic sensitivity of 4.1(1) nT/
√

Hz is realized

with a spatial resolution . 10 µm and sub-millisecond temporal resolution. Importantly, the spatial magnetic noise floor

can be reduced to the picotesla scale by time-averaging and signal modulation, which enables imaging of a magnetic-

field pattern with a peak-to-peak amplitude difference of about 300 pT. Finally, we discuss potential new applications

of this dynamic QDM in studying biomineralization and electrically-active cells.

I. INTRODUCTION

The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond is a solid-

state spin defect that emits magnetic-field-dependent fluores-

cence under optical excitation. Precision magnetic sensing

can be performed at ambient conditions using an ensemble of

NVs or a single NV, with wide-ranging applications across

the physical and life sciences1–3. In particular, the wide-field

magnetic imaging modality known as the quantum diamond

microscope (QDM) employs a dense, micron-scale-thick sur-

face layer of NVs on a diamond chip, onto which a sample

of interest is placed. The QDM has been applied for studying

both static and dynamic magnetic signals from diverse sam-

ples, including ancient rocks and meteorites, 2D condensed

matter systems, and electronic circuits1,4–6. The QDM is also

useful for many life science applications, due to the biocom-

patibility of the diamond surface. Examples include character-

ization of iron mineralization in bacteria7, malarial hemozoin

crystals8, and iron organelles in homing pigeons9; understand-

ing the microscopic origin of MRI contrast10; and tracking

the tumbling dynamics of DNA-tethered magnetic particles11

among other applications12–14.

A majority of QDMs realized to date utilize a continuous-

wave optically detected magnetic resonance (CW-ODMR)

sensing protocol. However, competing effects of the op-

tical and microwave (MW) fields employed during CW-

ODMR measurements constrain the achievable sensitivity for

a fixed number of NVs per imaging pixel2. This limitation

results in averaging intervals of hours for nanotesla mag-

netic fields7,9,10, restricting the imaging of weaker magnetic

a)These authors contributed equally to this work.

sources, as well as sample throughput. The demand for sensi-

tivity is especially critical when both spatial and time resolu-

tion are required for imaging dynamic magnetic fields, such

as from action potential (AP) currents in electrically-active

cells. To date, dynamic NV-based measurements have de-

tected magnetic fields from neuron15, cardiac16, and muscle14

AP currents, but only by spatially integrating the ensemble

NV fluorescence (over > 100 µm length scales) onto a single

photodiode and signal averaging over multiple AP measure-

ments. In particular, the temporal resolution in demonstrated

QDM dynamic biomagnetic imaging experiments10,11 are in-

adequate compared to the sub-millisecond timescales required

for resolving individual AP currents.

QDM per-pixel magnetic sensitivity and temporal resolu-

tion can be improved by implementing a pulsed sensing pro-

tocol with acquisition using a high-frame-rate camera17–19.

Pulsed protocols using Ramsey magnetometry, in particu-

lar, separate intervals of NV optical preparation and read-

out, MW control, and sensing, affording optimization of

each NV-interrogation stage for improved sensitivity com-

pared to CW-ODMR. Recent advances in Ramsey-based mag-

netic imaging protocols have demonstrated robustness to er-

rors from heterogeneous MW control fields, diamond strain,

and temperature17, enabling spatially uniform and order-of-

magnitude improved sensitivity compared to CW-ODMR-

based measurements6.

In this work, we benchmark the utility of a Ramsey-based

QDM using a high-speed, lock-in camera by imaging static

and dynamic magnetic fields from a fabricated wire phan-

tom (Fig. 1(a)). The phantom’s geometry is designed to

generate nontrivial, micron-scale spatial patterns of magnetic

fields. We additionally integrate spin-bath driving20 to im-

prove the magnetic sensitivity by extending the NV spin de-

http://arxiv.org/abs/2309.06587v1
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FIG. 1. (a) Imaging phantom magnetic fields using a quantum diamond microscope (QDM). 532-nm excitation laser light excites NV centers

at the diamond chip surface. A planar, gold omega-loop delivers microwaves (MWs) to the diamond chip for NV spin-state control. Optical

components collect NV fluorescence onto either a photodiode or a high-speed camera (not shown). A bias magnetic field (not shown) is applied

along one NV axis. An RF signal delivered by a nearby coil drives paramagnetic bath spins in the diamond to increase the ensemble NV spin

dephasing time (T ∗
2 ). A driven current in the phantom produces a magnetic-field pattern to be imaged with the QDM. An example image of

simulated phantom magnetic signals, projected along the direction of a sensing NV axis with 5 µm standoff from the source to the NV surface,

is shown in the inset. Scale bar: 50 µm. (b) NV energy-level diagram. The enlarged view shows the electronic spin triplet ground state with

zero-field splitting D and bias magnetic field B aligned to the sensing NV axis. (c) Pulse sequence for magnetic imaging based on integration

of Ramsey magnetometry (Top) and spin-bath driving (Bottom). To mitigate NV control error and laser intensity noise, a dual-tone MW is

employed and its phase is alternated (see main text). (d) Experimental apparatus. A flip mirror can route the NV fluorescence to a photodiode

for rapid measurements of ensemble NV spin properties and experimental optimization.

phasing time, expanding the utility of this technique from pre-

vious confocal-volume demonstrations to wide-field imaging.

After describing the experimental setup in Section II, we first

characterize the performance of the magnetic imaging sys-

tem, including analysis of sensitivity in Section III A and spa-

tial magnetic noise floor in Section III B. Next, we present

static magnetic-field imaging experiments with micron-scale

spatial resolution in Section III C. Importantly, we demon-

strate the capability to resolve a picotesla-scale magnetic-field

pattern by time-averaging and signal modulation; and show

the usefulness of a denoising technique21 in improving the

image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In Section III D, we im-

age dynamic magnetic fields by applying to the phantom a

broadband, synthetic human cardiac signal. We show that a

time series of QDM magnetic images can capture temporal

variations with sub-millisecond time resolution. Given these

demonstrations, we discuss potential applications in imaging

static and dynamic biomagnetic signals in Section IV, includ-

ing magnetic characterization of iron-loaded compartments

in engineered eukaryotic cells22, high-throughput screening

of biogenic magnetite across candidate tissues for vertebrate

magnetoreceptors9,23–25, and monitoring of currents in car-

diomyocytes. Finally, we provide an outlook towards imaging

weaker and more transient biomagnetic fields such as signals

produced by neuronal currents.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The NV center is a C3v-symmetric defect center formed by

substitution of a nitrogen atom adjacent to a vacancy in the di-

amond lattice. Its electronic spin S= 1 ground state (Fig. 1(b))

has a zero-field splitting D = 2π × 2.87 GHz at room temper-

ature, separating the |ms = 0〉 and |ms =±1〉 sublevels. Ap-

plication of a bias magnetic field further splits the degener-

ate |ms =+1〉 and |ms =−1〉 states through the Zeeman ef-

fect. For the present QDM experiments, a nominal 4.3 mT

bias magnetic field is aligned to one of the four NV ensemble

axes in diamond for sensing the projection of signal magnetic

fields along that particular sensing NV axis (defined as the z

axis). Under this condition, transverse crystal stress and elec-

tric fields can be neglected in the ground-state sensing NV

Hamiltonian17,26–28, resulting in the approximate form

Ĥ/h̄ ≈ [D+Mz]Ŝ
2
z + γBzŜz, (1)

where Ŝz is the dimensionless spin-1 operator, γ = 2π ×
28.024 GHz/T29 is the NV electron gyromagnetic ratio, and

Bz and Mz are longitudinal components of the bias magnetic

field and crystal stress, respectively. (More generally, vector

magnetic sensing is possible by measuring the components of

the signal field along all NV axes2.)

The sequence employed for magnetic imaging is shown

in Figure 1(c), and the experimental apparatus is shown

schematically in Figure 1(d). The diamond employed in these

demonstration experiments has a 10 µm NV ensemble layer

([NV] = 2.4 ppm, 15N enriched) on a 2× 2× 0.5 mm3 sub-

strate (> 99.995% 12C). During the Ramsey sequence, a pulse

of 532 nm laser irradiation first initializes the NV electronic

spin state to |ms = 0〉 via optical pumping. Then, a dual-tone

MW pulse prepares the NV spin state as a superposition be-

tween |ms =+1〉 and |ms =−1〉 for magnetic sensing. In the

subsequent Ramsey free evolution interval τ , the presence of
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an additional signal magnetic field Bsig along the sensing NV

axis causes accumulation of a relative phase φB = 2γBsigτ be-

tween |ms =+1〉 and |ms =−1〉 in the rotating frame30. The

optimal choice2 of τ is limited by the NV spin dephasing time

T ∗
2 . To extend T ∗

2 while retaining sensitivity to static and

broadband magnetic signals, RF control fields resonant with

the paramagnetic spin-bath transitions in the diamond are ap-

plied during the free evolution interval. This spin-bath-driving

technique decouples unwanted dipolar interactions between

NV sensor spins and paramagnetic bath spins (Section S-III

in supplementary material). At the end of the Ramsey free

evolution interval, a second dual-tone MW pulse maps the

accumulated phase information φB into a population differ-

ence between |ms = 0〉 and |ms =±1〉. This population differ-

ence, proportional to the magnetic signal Bsig, is subsequently

read out using the spin-state-dependent NV fluorescence via

a lock-in camera (Heliotis heliCam C3) that is capable of ex-

ternal frame rate of up to 3.8 kHz. The camera has a tunable

internal exposure frequency of up to 1 MHz, which is syn-

chronized with MW-phase-alternated Ramsey measurements.

This particular variation of the Ramsey sequence is designed

to mitigate laser intensity noise and NV spin-control errors in

the accumulated signal contained in each external frame (Sec-

tion S-II in supplementary material). A 270×270 µm2 region

of the NV layer is selected as the field of view, where each

pixel corresponds to a lateral area of about 1.9× 1.9 µm2. In

the following experiments, up to 3× 3 pixel binning is ap-

plied such that the magnetic spatial resolution is expected to

be limited by the 10-µm-thick NV layer. Additional details

regarding the experimental setup are provided in Section S-I

of supplementary material.

III. RESULTS

A. NV spin dephasing time and magnetic sensitivity

We first characterize the performance of the Ramsey-based

QDM with and without spin-bath driving. The NV spin de-

phasing time T ∗
2 and magnetic-field sensitivity η are studied

on a pixel-by-pixel basis over the field of view. For these mea-

surements, a dual-tone MW implementation of the Ramsey

sequence leverages a strain- and temperature-insensitive co-

herence (Section S-II in supplementary material) such that the

NV ensemble T ∗
2 is limited by dipolar interactions with bath

spins. Under this condition, spin-bath driving improves the

NV spin dephasing time and magnetic sensitivity as shown

in Figure 2(a). The median per-pixel T ∗
2 is extended by

about 1.8× to 2.2(1) µs, approaching the estimated NV-NV

interaction limit of 2.5 µs for this sample (Section S-IV in

supplementary material). The median per-pixel η is en-

hanced by about 2.4× to 4.1(1) nT/
√

Hz in the absence of

pixel binning; and is comparable to the combined quanti-

zation and photon-shot-noise-limited sensitivity estimate of

3.2 nT/
√

Hz (in roughly equal contribution, Section S-IV in

supplementary material). For photon shot-noise-limited Ram-

sey magnetometry, the magnetic sensitivity can be written

as2 (also see Equation S.5 in supplementary material) ηshot ∝

(a) 

(b) 

FIG. 2. Measured magnetic sensing performance of the Ramsey-

based QDM. (a) Median per-pixel T ∗
2 is 2.2(1) µs and 1.2(1) µs with

and without spin-bath driving. Median per-pixel η is 4.1(1) nT/
√

Hz

and 9.4(1) nT/
√

Hz with and without spin-bath driving. (b) Spa-

tial magnetic noise floor. Measurement data are obtained using the

differential measurement protocol (see main text). Top: Images of

magnetic noise with different acquisition times and pixel binning

(see the bottom plot). Here, the acquisition time accounts for the

duration of time spent acquiring measurements, but excludes the

implementation-dependent time required to transfer and store data

from the camera to a host computer. The magnetic noise is dis-

tributed randomly without significant spatial correlation. Field of

view: 270× 270 µm2. Scale bar: 50 µm. Bottom: Spatial magnetic

noise floor σspatial as a function of acquisition time Tacq for no pixel

binning and 3×3 pixel binning. σspatial is computed as the standard

deviation of magnetic-field measurements using the entire image af-

ter any pixel binning. A dashed black line depicts power law scaling

behavior ∝ T
−1/2

acq as a guide to the eye.

√
tD + τ/τCe(−τ/T∗

2 )
p

, where C is the NV spin-state readout

contrast, τ is the Ramsey free evolution interval, p is a param-

eter used to describe the Ramsey envelope decay shape, and

τD is the overhead time for NV initialization and readout. The

present QDM operates in a regime where the sensitivity nom-

inally improves linearly with increased dephasing time2,20, as

τD = 7.04 µs is longer than the sensing interval τ ≈ T ∗
2 , yield-

ing ηshot ∝
√

tD/τC . The additional superlinearity of the mea-

sured η improvement is attributed to an observed increase in

spin-state readout contrast C of about 1.2× when using spin-

bath driving, and the discrete choices of τ due to Ramsey

fringe beating introduced by the hyperfine splitting of the NV

spin resonances17.
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The measured per-pixel magnetic sensitivity describes the

expected magnetic noise after 1 s of signal acquisition. Here,

the signal acquisition time Tacq accounts for the duration of

time allocated to acquiring measurements, but excludes the

implementation-dependent duration required to transfer and

store the data from the 500-frame camera buffer to a host com-

puter (Section S-I in supplementary material). This techni-

cal overhead is included below when reporting a "wall-clock"

time Twall . The frame rates, wall-clock times, and Allan de-

viations associated with magnetic sensitivity results in Fig-

ure 2(a) are included in Section S-IV of supplementary mate-

rial.

B. Spatial magnetic noise floor

In magnetic imaging, the ability to resolve a signal of inter-

est depends upon the per-pixel magnetic sensitivity and spa-

tial magnetic noise floor4. Similar to Ref. 4, we quantify the

spatial magnetic noise floor σspatial after a certain acquisition

time, by calculating the standard deviation of magnetic-field

measurements across the time-averaged image without any

external signal sources present. Uncorrelated spatial noise can

be time-averaged. However, correlated spatial noise across an

image, particularly when similar to the length scale of the sig-

nal of interest, inhibits the utility of temporal averaging and

limits the minimum resolvable magnetic field. Specifically,

vibration and temperature changes can induce spatial and tem-

poral variations in the bias magnetic field and optical illumina-

tion intensity, thereby introducing correlated noise into QDM

magnetic images.

For QDM magnetic images of an external signal source

(such as the phantom used in the present demonstration exper-

iments), we mitigate the impact of spatially correlated noise

varying slowly on the timescale between acquisitions of frame

sets (i.e., the time required to transfer the collected 500 frames

to the host computer) by employing a differential measure-

ment protocol. Currents in the phantom are modulated after

one acquisition of the 500-frame set by either on-off gating

or reversing the polarity (Section S-V in supplementary ma-

terial). This protocol enables long-term averaging and is ap-

plicable to studies of signals that can be externally controlled,

e.g., from electronic circuits and electrically-active biologi-

cal cells. When studying signal sources that cannot be var-

ied straightforwardly, alternative protocols such as modulat-

ing the polarity of bias magnetic field, more advanced MW

pulse sequence schemes, or post-processing filtering can be

employed to mitigate the spatially correlated noise15,31,32.

As shown in Figure 2(b), the spatial distribution of noise in

QDM images, at different acquisition times Tacq and with no

current flowing in the phantom, have insignificant correlation

when using the differential measurement protocol. The spa-

tial magnetic noise floor, σspatial , can be averaged down as re-

flected in the observed σspatial ∝ T
−1/2

acq scaling persistent up to

about Tacq = 4000 s (Twall ≈ 8 h). An inverse proportionality

σspatial ∝ 1/nbin is observed as nbin ×nbin pixels are averaged,

allowing spatial resolution to be traded for improved spatial

magnetic noise floor and reduced acquisition time. Additional

Picotesla Signal: I = 9 nA, T 
    

  = 3600sacq

SNR ≈ 3 SNR ≈ 30Denoised

(a) 

(b) 

I = 436nA, Simulation T 
    

  = 200s, SNR ≈ 40acq

FIG. 3. (a) Simulated (Left) and measured (Right) phantom static

magnetic-field patterns using the Ramsey-based QDM and a differ-

ential measurement protocol. The measurement is conducted with

a 25 mV voltage (436 nA current) applied to the phantom and time-

averaged for about 200 s. To compute SNR, the peak-to-peak ampli-

tude difference of the magnetic-field pattern (solid box) is divided by

the spatial magnetic noise obtained from a source-free region (dashed

box). The simulated phantom magnetic-field pattern is obtained us-

ing the applied current and geometry of the phantom. To mimic the

parameters of the imaging system, the simulated magnetic fields are

further averaged over a depth of 10 µm (the NV-layer thickness) and

binned with a pixel area of 1.9 × 1.9 µm2. NV-phantom standoff

distance is the only free parameter, and is tuned to a value of 5 µm

to best match the measured magnetic-field pattern. (b) Demonstra-

tion of a picotesla-scale QDM magnetic image. Left: After about

Tacq = 3600 s (Twall ≈ 7 h) time-averaging, a magnetic-field pattern

with a peak-to-peak amplitude difference of about 300 pT is resolved

with SNR ≈ 3. Right: Applying a non-local mean denoising tech-

nique enhances image SNR by about 10×. All images are not binned

and scale bars are 50 µm for (a, b).

spatial magnetic noise floor measurements, for different pixel

binning and without employing the differential measurement

protocol, are included in Section S-V and S-VI of supplemen-

tary material, respectively.

C. Static magnetic-field imaging

We characterize the capability of the Ramsey-based QDM

to image static magnetic fields by applying steady currents to

the fabricated wire phantom. The polarity of applied signals is

reversed between acquisitions of frame sets to allow differen-

tial measurements (Section S-V in supplementary material).

As shown in Figure 3(a), an imaged magnetic-field pattern
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with a peak-to-peak amplitude difference of about 14 nT is ob-

tained by supplying a fixed voltage of 25 mV (436 nA current)

to the phantom and averaging for about Tacq = 200 s (Twall ≈
21 min). We simulate the expected phantom magnetic-field

pattern by using finite element software33 to calculate the cur-

rent density distributions and the accompanying magnetic sig-

nals given the phantom geometry and experimental input cur-

rent I. The standoff distance dso between the phantom and

NV surface is the only free parameter in the simulation and is

chosen to best match the measured magnetic-field pattern34,

yielding dso ≈ 5 µm. Additional simulated phantom magnetic-

field patterns projected along different NV crystal axes are

shown in supplementary Section S-IX.

We also demonstrate QDM magnetic imaging of a

picotesla-scale signal by applying a 500 µV voltage (9 nA cur-

rent) to the phantom. After averaging for about Tacq = 3600 s

(Twall ≈ 7 h), a phantom magnetic-field pattern with a peak-

to-peak amplitude difference of about 300 pT is resolved with

SNR ≈ 3 as shown in Figure 3(b), left panel. In addition, as

the magnetic noise has insignificant pixel-to-pixel correlation

(Fig. 2(b)), we can apply image denoising techniques to en-

hance SNR. A non-local mean denoising method21,35,36 (Sec-

tion S-VII in supplementary material) implemented in open-

source software37 enables an order-of-magnitude improve-

ment of SNR, as seen in Figure 3(b), right panel.

D. Dynamic magnetic-field imaging

Access to individual frames from the QDM’s lock-in cam-

era permits imaging of dynamic magnetic signals. As an ex-

ample, we apply a 1 s-long broadband voltage trace, mimick-

ing a human cardiac signal, to the phantom; and image the

associated temporal variations of the magnetic-field patterns.

The camera external frame rate Fs is set to about 0.5 kHz to

maximize time resolution while balancing the 500-frame cam-

era buffer limitation on a continuous acquisition (Section S-I

in supplementary material). The signals applied to the phan-

tom are gated between on and off across successive acquisi-

tions of frame sets (Section S-V in supplementary material).

The experiment is repeated 400 times.

Figure 4 displays the imaged dynamic magnetic fields with

3× 3 pixel binning (spatial resolution . 10 µm). The applied

voltage trace is shown in Figure 4(a) and overlaid with the

measured peak magnetic-field amplitude. To demonstrate the

capability of high-fidelity waveform-reconstruction, the entire

voltage trace is multiplied with a voltage-to-magnetic-field

scaling factor obtained from the applied voltage and mea-

sured peak magnetic-field amplitude data in the static imag-

ing experiment (Fig. 3(a)). The good agreement shown in

Figure 4(a) motivates possible applications such as compar-

ison with patch clamp electrophysiology recording. A se-

ries of magnetic images at time points corresponding to the

pseudo-cardiac signal local extrema are shown in Figure 4(b).

The phantom magnetic-field pattern becomes indistinguish-

able from the background at (vi), which is used to obtain the

spatial magnetic noise floor σspatial ≈ 3 nT.

Magnetic imaging with sub-millisecond time resolution is

-

-

FIG. 4. Time-resolved imaging of dynamic magnetic fields using

the Ramsey-based QDM and a differential measurement protocol. A

voltage trace mimicking a synthetic, broadband human cardiac sig-

nal is applied to the phantom. Sets of QDM magnetic images are

collected with temporal resolution of about 2 ms and binned with

3×3 pixels. The experiments are repeated 400 times to allow signal

averaging. (a) Temporal variation of the peak magnetic field from

the signal-averaged images is overlaid with the applied stimulus. A

voltage-to-magnetic-field scaling factor of 274.26 nT/V is applied to

the entire voltage trace (see main text). A subset of peak magnetic-

field amplitudes from the acquired images are displayed, indicating

good agreement between the applied voltages and magnetic measure-

ments. (b) Selected magnetic-field images at time points labeled in

(a). Each image has been signal averaged. The spatial magnetic noise

at time (vi) is about 3 nT.

also feasible with the present QDM, as the external frame

rate Fs can be increased to 3.8 kHz. As an example, single-

frequency oscillating voltages (< Nyquist frequency, Fs/2)

are applied to the phantom, with measured results shown in

Section S-VIII of supplementary material.

IV. DISCUSSION

We demonstrate a quantum diamond microscope (QDM)

for sensitive, high-speed wide-field imaging of static and

broadband magnetic signals, based on Ramsey magnetom-

etry and spin-bath-driving techniques. The dual-tone MW

implementation of the Ramsey sequence mitigates sensitiv-

ity degradation due to heterogeneous MW control fields and

diamond strain; while spin-bath driving further extends the

NV spin dephasing time and improves magnetic sensitiv-

ity by decoupling NV interactions with bath spins. Over a

270×270 µm2 field of view, a median per-pixel magnetic sen-

sitivity of 4.1(1) nT/
√

Hz is realized; and the spatial magnetic

noise floor can be averaged down to the picotesla scale using
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a differential measurement protocol. In addition, the QDM’s

lock-in camera permits time-resolved magnetic imaging with

sub-millisecond temporal resolution.

The Ramsey-based QDM presented in this work is a key

step towards applications in the physical and life sciences.

For example, magnetic-particle-based studies using previous

QDMs have probed nanotesla signal amplitudes10–12. The

sensitivity achieved with the present QDM should allow stud-

ies of picotesla-scale signal amplitudes. As an example of

detecting weak biomagnetic signals, iron-loaded bacterial en-

capsulin compartments expressed in genetically engineered

mammalian cells are of interest22. Magnetization in such

30 nm-diameter shell structures has been demonstrated to pro-

duce beneficial T2 contrast in MRI. Cellular engineering to en-

hance iron loading, and, in particular, to screen for superpara-

magnetism, can facilitate optimization of such MRI contrast

agents. Assuming volumetric magnetization similar to com-

mercial superparamagnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles10, an en-

gineered 30 nm-diameter compartment is expected to produce

a magnetic field ∼ 600 pT at a 10 µm standoff, which can be

resolved by the Ramsey-based QDM within a reasonable av-

eraging time (∼ 100 s of signal acquisition).

The Ramsey-based QDM could also function as a high-

throughput biomagnetism tool, such as searches for biogenic

magnetite particles related to vertebrate magnetoreception38

or population-based measurements. The localization of cells

containing magnetite has been challenging, as organism-scale

volumes of candidate tissues need to be screened. Success-

ful identification of magnetite in salmon23,39 using magnetic

force microscopy suggests an order-of-magnitude estimate for

the dipole moment of 10−16 A m2. Assuming magnetite in

other model animals has similar dipole moments, the mag-

netic field magnitude immediately outside a 10 µm cell is ex-

pected to be tens of nanotesla, which can be imaged by the

present QDM with SNR ≈ 10 in a few minutes of signal av-

eraging (see Fig. 3(a)). We estimate a tissue area magnetite

screening rate of a few mm2 per hour using the present QDM,

assuming a 10 µm-thick tissue. In addition, the QDM’s ability

to measure spatial distributions of vector magnetic fields en-

ables quantitative estimations of dipole moments7,10. We thus

expect the QDM may become a promising tool for the rapid

screening of vertebrate magnetoreceptor cells.

Beyond imaging of static magnetic fields, the Ramsey-

based QDM’s capability to measure temporal dynamics can

benefit studies of electrically-active cells. For example, spa-

tially resolved measurements of electrical currents in cardiac

tissue — via imaging of induced dynamic magnetic fields —

could inform biophysics modeling at the cellular level40–42

or aid in pharmaceutical studies43. Previous measurements

of the heart have recorded nanotesla-scale magnetic fields at

> 100 µm standoff distances16,44. As the NV sensing layer can

be brought to few micrometer standoff distances from live bio-

samples15, and externally controlled currents (& 1 µA) can be

applied to cardiac tissue45, we expect the Ramsey-based QDM

may find applications in mapping the microscopic electrical

properties of such tissue46,47.

The sub-millisecond time resolution of the present QDM

(Section S-VIII in supplementary material) is sufficient for

mapping the dynamic magnetic fields produced by neuronal

action potential (AP) currents48. However, resolving the ex-

pected . 1 nT AP magnetic signal49 with a ∼ 0.5 ms tempo-

ral resolution requires & 4 k averages (& 2 day of wall-clock

time) to reduce the spatial magnetic noise floor σspatial to

. 0.8 nT using 5× 5 pixel binning (∼ 10× 10× 10µm3 sens-

ing volume) with the present sensitivity and technical over-

head time. While repeated AP excitation of cultured neu-

rons in vitro is feasible (continuous stimulation at 4 Hz over

days has been reported50), the long experimental time poses

a significant challenge. For the QDM to become an attrac-

tive tool for this application, at least an order-of-magnitude

improvement in volume-normalized (i.e., per-pixel) sensitiv-

ity is likely required. In the present system, increasing the

optical illumination intensity for improved NV fluorescence

signal results in degraded contrast due to NV charge-state

conversion51. The optimal laser illumination intensity found

in the present work ∼ 0.014 mW/µm2 is far from the NV sat-

uration intensity52 (1− 3 mW/µm2), highlighting the impor-

tance of further diamond engineering to mitigate charge-state

issues. The ensemble NV spin dephasing time after spin-

bath driving T ∗
2 = 2.2(1) µs is limited by NV-NV dipolar inter-

actions. Homonuclear-decoupling techniques53 that mitigate

NV-NV interactions while maintaining sensitivity to static and

broadband magnetic fields are promising for further NV T ∗
2

extension. Beyond the direct sensitivity improvements due

to prolonged NV spin dephasing time, improving the sensing

duty cycle in the pulse sequence (i.e., increasing the fraction

of time spent in the Ramsey free evolution interval) may war-

rant the use of alternative readout schemes2; and may require

further advances in camera and other hardware capabilities.

In particular, reducing the overhead time associated with data

transfer from the camera buffer to the host computer will be a

key challenge for future QDM optimization.

While we focus in this work on imaging the projected com-

ponent of magnetic signals along a single sensing NV ori-

entation, vector magnetic-field imaging can be also realized

by sequentially interrogating the four different NV axes1. In

addition, pulsed protocols for NV AC magnetometry54 may

enable wide-field imaging of thermally-polarized NMR sig-

nals with micron-scale resolution. Quantum logic enhanced

(QLE) techniques for NV ensembles have recently demon-

strated> 10× SNR enhancement for AC signals55. QLE sens-

ing may also be incorporated in future QDM realizations.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary material is included for additional details of

experimental methods.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: QUANTUM DIAMOND MICROSCOPE FOR DYNAMIC IMAGING OF MAGNETIC FIELDS

S-I. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The QDM diamond sensor consists of a 10-µm-thick, 15N-enriched CVD layer of NV centers ([N] = 17 ppm, > 99.995% 12C),

grown by Element Six Ltd. on a 2× 2× 0.5 mm3 high-purity diamond substrate. Post-growth treatment via electron irradiation

and annealing increases the NV concentration to about 2.4 ppm.

A diode-pumped solid-state laser (Lighthouse Photonics, Sprout-D5W) generates the 532 nm laser beam. The laser beam is

focused onto an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) (Gooch & Housego, Model 3250-220) by a f = 500 mm spherical convex lens;

and the first-order diffracted beam from the AOM is used for the experiments. To create optical pulses for NV initialization and

readout, the radio frequency (RF) driver for the AOM is gated by switches (Mini-Circuits, ZASWA-2-50DR+) using transistor-

transistor logic (TTL) pulses (SpinCore Technologies, PBESR-PRO-500). The first-order beam after the AOM is further shaped

by an f = 130 mm cylindrical convex lens and a f = 100 mm spherical convex lens to produce an elliptical beam profile incident

on a polished side surface of the diamond sample. Approximately 2.5 W of laser power enters the diamond and undergoes total

internal reflection at the surface of the NV layer, illuminating an area of about 300× 600 µm2. NV fluorescence is collected by

a 20×/0.75 NA Nikon objective, and filtered by a 647 nm long-pass filter (Semrock) before being projected onto a photodiode

(Thorlabs, PDA36A2) or a lock-in camera (Heliotis, heliCam C3). Photodiode voltage measurements are acquired using a DAQ

system (National Instruments, NI USB6363).

Dual-tone microwave (MW) pulses for NV spin control are generated from two signal sources with built-in IQ mixers (Stan-

ford Research System, SG384) and gated by switches and TTL pulses. A fabricated, nominally 300 nm-thick, 800 µm-wide gold

Ω-shaped coplanar waveguide delivers MW signals to the NV layer. The fabricated palladium wire phantom (in the shape of

a terrapin) has a trace width ≈ 4 µm, spans an area of about 220× 180 µm2 area, and has a thickness of ≈ 10 nm. To generate

phantom magnetic-field signals, stimulus voltages produced by a waveform generator (Keysight, 33622A) are applied to the

phantom to induce currents. The phantom and MW loops are both fabricated on a silicon carbide wafer for mechanical support

and heat dissipation. The diamond is glued to the surface of the MW loop; thus the minimal standoff between the phantom and

NV surface is the thickness of the MW structure (≈ 300 nm).

Multi-tone, resonant RF pulses for spin-bath driving are generated by an arbitrary waveform generator (Keysight, M8190) and

gated by switches and TTL pulses. RF is delivered to the bath spins by a shorted co-axial loop (≈ 1 mm wide) placed above the

MW waveguide.

A bias magnetic field of about 4.3 mT is provided by two pairs of temperature-compensated, permanent samarium cobalt ring

magnets. This bias magnetic field magnitude is convenient with our present apparatus; but similar QDM performance should be

possible for a wide range of magnetic fields, from millitesla to tesla scales.

The size of a single camera pixel in the objective focal plane is determined using the known geometry of the phantom and its

optical image as visualized using NV fluorescence. The metallic surfaces of the phantom traces reflect the incident excitation

laser light and amplify the local illumination intensity, resulting in enhanced NV fluorescence with a pattern following the

phantom structure as shown in Figure S1. The NV layer area corresponding to each camera pixel is about 1.9× 1.9 µm2, which

agrees with the estimate using the magnification of the objective (20×) and the physical size of each pixel (39.6× 39.6 µm2) as

reported by the camera manufacturer.

The camera has a controllable internal exposure frequency of up to 1 MHz and an external frame rate of up to 3.8 kHz. Each

external frame contains the net accumulated results over multiple internal exposures. Additional details regarding synchronizing

camera internal exposure cycles with the dual-tone MW Ramsey sequence are provided in supplementary Section S-II. The

camera buffer can hold a continuous acquisition of 500 external frames. Data transfer from the camera buffer to a host computer

takes about 5 s. Additional software-related overhead, including data conversion and storage to integrate with other custom-made

experimental control programs, consume about 2 s for static magnetic-field imaging, which stores the average of 500 frames;

and about 17s for dynamic magnetic-field imaging, which stores individual frames. This implementation-dependent overhead is

not included in the acquisition time Tacq, but is accounted for in the wall-clock time Twall .

S-II. RAMSEY SEQUENCE FOR MAGNETIC IMAGING

The Ramsey sequence for magnetic imaging utilizes dual-tone MW pulses and a MW-phase alternation scheme to achieve

uniform magnetic sensitivity over the field of view17. The dual-tone MW pulse generates a double-quantum (DQ) coherence

between the |ms =+1〉 and |ms =−1〉 ground state spin triplet sublevels of the NV center. Compared to using a single-quantum

(SQ) coherence between |ms = 0〉 and |ms =+1〉 or |ms =−1〉, the DQ scheme is twice as sensitive to magnetic fields and can

isolate magnetic signals from spurious strain and temperature artifacts. However, heterogeneity of MW control fields, diamond

strain, and temperature can cause errors in DQ pulses across the NV ensemble and generate a residual SQ coherence. Thus

a single DQ Ramsey measurement is still not free from spurious signals unless pulse errors are mitigated. To overcome this

challenge, the phases of the two MW tones can be alternated across four individual DQ Ramsey measurements (a protocol
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FIG. S1. Optical image of the fabricated wire phantom. NV fluorescence intensity under continuous laser illumination is collected using the

QDM’s camera. Semi-transparent white dashed traces of the phantom perimeter are added as a guide to the eye. The measured fluorescence is

reported in the camera unit, which is linearly proportional to the photon number. Scale bar: 50 µm.

known as DQ 4-Ramsey17). If we denote the fluorescence signals from the i-th measurement as Si, the phase-alternation scheme

generates DQ magnetic signals in S2 and S4 that are opposite to S1 and S3, while residual SQ signals in the sum S1 + S3 are also

observed in S2+S4. A final normalized signal Snorm = S1−S2+S3−S4 preserves the DQ component and achieves robustness to

pulse errors and magnetic artifacts by eliminating the SQ contributions. In addition, the normalization scheme can be integrated

with a lock-in camera to further mitigate laser intensity variation.

Figure S2(a) outlines a particular implementation of the DQ 4-Ramsey protocol in conjunction with spin-bath-driving pulses

for magnetic-imaging experiments using the Heliotis heliCam lock-in camera. The NV fluorescence signals from individual

DQ Ramsey measurements are stored during the internal exposures of the camera. Additionally, the internal exposures alternate

between an in-phase (I) and a quadrature (Q) channel; and every second measurement in the I and Q channel is subtracted from

the first measurement through on-chip circuitry. To obtain the normalized signal Snorm in the external frame, we implement a

MW-phase alternation scheme as shown in Figure S2(b). Two DQ 4-Ramsey sequences are both synchronized with the internal

exposures on the I and Q channel. The phase permutation in the Q channel is further chosen to generate a signal S
Q
norm, with

opposite polarity of that in the I channel SI
norm. Finally, an external frame containing Snorm is obtained from the differences

between SI
norm and S

Q
norm.

For all magnetic imaging experiments (including either with and without spin-bath driving, measurements of spatial magnetic

noise, and phantom magnetic-field images), the NV fluorescence signal in the camera external frame Snorm is converted to

magnetic signal using a magnetometry calibration curve. Briefly, with the Ramsey free evolution interval τ fixed, the MW

frequency is swept around the NV electronic spin resonances to emulate the change of magnetic field B; the response of Snorm

is then measured, producing a magnetometry calibration curve. The optimal MW frequency for magnetic measurements is

then determined by maximizing the slope dSnorm/dB. For DQ magnetometry, the two MWs that are separately resonant with

NV electronic spin transitions |ms = 0〉 ↔ |ms =+1〉 and |ms = 0〉 ↔ |ms =−1〉 are swept differentially (i.e., a detuning of δ
is applied to one MW tone while a detuning of −δ is applied to the second MW tone). The optimal choice of the Ramsey

free evolution interval τ is approximately equal to the NV ensemble spin dephasing time T ∗
2 ; however, due to Ramsey fringe

beating introduced by the hyperfine splitting of the NV spin resonances, τ is manually adjusted to maximize the median per-pixel

magnetic sensitivity η .

S-III. SPIN-BATH DRIVING

Spin-bath driving20 is used to decouple dipolar interactions between the NVs and paramagnetic bath spins (S = 1/2) in the

diamond, including neutral nitrogen 15N0
s (as we are using 15N-enriched NV-diamond) and free electrons. A strong, multi-tone

radio frequency (RF) drive signal is applied throughout the NV layer to induce rapid Rabi oscillations of the bath spins. The

effective dipole moments of these spins are then time-averaged to zero, which reduces their inhomogeneous broadening effect

on the NV spin resonance and extends the NV spin dephasing time (T ∗
2 ).

The frequency components of the RF drive need to be resonant with the various bath-spin transitions, which are experimentally

determined using NV double electron-electron resonance (DEER)20,56 as shown in Figure S3(a). To estimate the frequency

scanning range for measuring the NV DEER spectrum, we first calculate the expected bath-spin transition frequencies. The

free-electron spin transition frequency can be determined from γe|~B|, where γe is the electron gyromagnetic ratio, and |~B| is the

magnitude of the applied bias magnetic field. The transition frequency spectrum for 15N0
s is calculated using its ground-state
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FIG. S2. (a) Sequence for magnetic imaging using the DQ 4-Ramsey protocol for NV interrogation together with spin-bath driving. The

camera internal exposures alternate between the I and Q channel; on-chip circuitry accumulates differential results between two successive

measurements in both channels. For example, the output in the I channel using the sequence in (a) will be SI1 − SI2 + SI3 − SI4. (b) Left:

Dual-tone MW resonant with |ms = 0〉 ↔ |ms =+1〉 and |ms = 0〉 ↔ |ms =−1〉 NV spin transitions is used to implement DQ pulses. Middle:

Phase alternations of individual MW tones in a DQ 4-Ramsey sequence. The ±X directions are defined in the effective Bloch sphere formed

by the two NV spin levels |ms = 0〉 and |ms =+1〉 (or |ms =−1〉). The duration of the DQ pulse is the time to change the NV spin state from

|ms = 0〉 to a superposition state with equal population between |ms =+1〉 and |ms =−1〉. Right: The permutation of MW-phase alternation

in the Q channel results in NV fluorescence dynamics of opposite phase to that of the I channel. Differential results between these two

measurements are output to an external frame.

Hamiltonian57

Ĥ

h
=

µB

h
~B ·g ·~̂S+ µN

h
~B ·~̂I+ ~̂S ·A ·~̂I, (S.1)

where µB is Bohr magneton, h is the Planck’s constant, ~B = (Bx,By,Bz) is the applied bias magnetic field vector, g is the

electronic g-factor tensor, µN is the Bohr magneton, ~̂S = (Ŝx, Ŝy, Ŝz) is the dimensionless electronic spin vector, A is the hyperfine

tensor, and ~̂I = (Îx, Îy, Îz) is the dimensionless nuclear spin vector. When the z-axis is chosen as one of the four NV crystal axis

directions, tensors g and A are diagonal and defined by

g =





g⊥ 0 0

0 g⊥ 0

0 0 g||



 , A =





A⊥ 0 0

0 A⊥ 0

0 0 A||



 , (S.2)

where g⊥, g||, A⊥, and A|| are the gyromagnetic and hyperfine on and off-axis components, respectively. 15N0
s has S = 1/2 and

I = 1/2, leading to the four eigenstates |mS =±1/2,mI =±1/2〉. The two corresponding dipole-allowed transitions (∆mS =±1,

∆mI = 0, solid arrows), along with the two first-order forbidden transitions (∆mS = ±1, ∆mI = ±1, dashed arrows) are shown

in Figure S3(b). The simulated 15N0
s resonance spectrum, using g⊥ = g|| = 2, A⊥ = −559.7 MHz, A|| = −113.83 MHz, and

|~B| = 4.278 mT aligned with an NV axis, is shown in Figure S3(c), along with the simulated free-electron spin resonance

frequency (g = 2) and the measured NV DEER spectrum.

After calibration of the RF frequency components, the Rabi driving frequencies associated with the dipole-allowed 15N0
s and

free-electron transitions are increased to about 2 MHz, limited by the available power of the amplifier. The NV dephasing time

T ∗
2 improves with increasing bath-spin Rabi frequency, and is eventually limited by the next dominant dephasing source (NV-NV

interactions)20. The employed RF loop produces spatially-dependent Rabi driving amplitudes, broadening the distribution of T ∗
2

as indicated in main text Figure 2(a).
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FIG. S3. (a) NV double electron-electron resonance (DEER) technique for measuring the 15N0
s and free-electron spin resonance spectrum in

the QDM diamond sensor. The total free evolution intervals between the initial and final single-quantum (SQ) π/2 pulse on the NV spins is

chosen to match the ensemble NV spin-echo T2 for optimal sensitivity to bath-spin resonances. The frequency of the SQ π pulse on the bath

spins is swept to measure the NV DEER spectrum by the effect on the NV ensemble fluorescence contrast (see Ref.20 for details). (b) Energy

level diagram of the coupled electron-nuclear spin system in 15N0
s . (c) Simulated 15N0

s and free-electron (g = 2) spin resonance spectrum (red)

overlaid with NV DEER measurement results (blue) and offset vertically for clarity. The simulated resonant frequencies are broadened by a

Lorentzian function with linewidth and relative contrast chosen to approximate the measurement data.

S-IV. NV SPIN DEPHASING TIME AND MAGNETIC SENSITIVITY

The spin-bath driving technique is only effective when the NV spin dephasing time T ∗
2 is limited by NV interactions with

bath spins. The diamond used in the present study has a strain gradient that dominates NV dephasing unless double quantum

(DQ) sensing is employed. The strain effect can be seen by comparing T ∗
2 measured across the NV layer using single-quantum

(SQ) and DQ Ramsey sequences; see Figure S4(a). As discussed in supplementary Section S-II, the SQ sensing basis employs a

coherence between |ms = 0〉 and |ms =+1〉 (or |ms =−1〉), which has a transition frequency dependent on axial crystal stress;

while the DQ basis utilizes a coherence between |ms =−1〉 and |ms =+1〉, with a resonance robust to the axial stress gradient.

Efficient spin-bath driving should result in the per-pixel DQ T ∗
2 approaching the NV-NV interaction limit due to the high NV

density in the employed diamond. Ignoring insignificant per-pixel T ∗
2 limitations from the 0.005% 13C, T ∗

2 {13C} = 200 µs, and

the ∼ 0.013 µT/µm bias magnetic field gradient, T ∗
2 {bias}= 850 µs, we estimate the NV-NV interaction limit as2

1

T ∗
2

≈ 1

T ∗
2 {NV}||

+
1

T ∗
2 {NV}∦

≈ANV|| [NV||]+ ζ∦ANV∦
[NV∦].

(S.3)

Here [NV]|| is the concentration of NV spins in the same crystal axis group used for sensing and [NV]∦ is the concentration of NV

spins in other groups. Since the bias magnetic field is aligned to one of the four NV crystal axes, [NV]|| =
1
3
[NV]∦ = 0.59 ppm51.

The constants ANV|| = 0.247 µs−1·ppm−1 and ANV∦
= 0.165 µs−1·ppm−12 characterize the dipolar interaction strength for pairs

of NV spins in the same and different groups, respectively. ζ∦ is a dimensionless factor of order unity accounting for imperfect

initialization of NV∦ into the |ms = 0〉 state. Experimental determination of ζ∦ is complicated by unequal laser polarization

projected among the three NV∦ axes in a total internal reflection excitation scheme (supplementary Section S-I). As an estimation

for the NV-NV interaction limited T ∗
2 , we provide the results for perfect (ζ∦ = 0) and partial (ζ∦ = 0.5) initialization cases, thus

T ∗
2 (ζ∦ = 0) = 6.6 µs and T ∗

2 (ζ∦ = 0.5) = 3.4 µs. In addition, accounting for the 2× sensitivity to the magnetic noise in a DQ

scheme (T ∗
2 (DQ) = 1

2
T ∗

2 )20, we finally expect the NV-NV interaction limited T ∗
2 using DQ measurement to be approximately

2.5 µs, the average of T ∗
2 (ζ∦ = 0,DQ) and T ∗

2 (ζ∦ = 0.5,DQ), which is reflected in the results shown in main text Figure 2(b).

Experimental per-pixel T ∗
2 with and without spin-bath driving are extracted by fitting the measured Ramsey fringes to a sum of

oscillations with a common Lorentzian exponential decay17. The uncertainties reported in main text for the median per-pixel T ∗
2

are estimated from fitting uncertainties using the covariance matrices returned by the PYTHON scipy.optimize.curve_fit

function.
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FIG. S4. (a) QDM maps of NV ensemble dephasing time T ∗
2 obtained from single-quantum (SQ) and double-quantum (DQ) Ramsey

measurements. SQ measurement of T ∗
2 is limited by heterogeneous strain in the diamond sample. Field of view: 270×270 µm2. Scale bar:

50 µm. (b) Allan deviations for magnetic noise measurements (no external signal) as a function of acquisition time Tacq. DQ Ramsey with

spin-bath driving protocol is utilized and 50 pixels are randomly chosen within the field of view. A dashed black line depicts power law scaling

behavior ∝ T
−1/2

acq as a guide to the eye.

The experimental per-pixel magnetic sensitivity results are computed from η = δB
√

Tacq, where δB is the smallest magnetic

field that can be measured with SNR = 1 after Tacq acquisition time. For a camera operating at an external frame rate Fs, a series

of magnetic noise images are collected. Then the magnetic noise of each pixel, σpxl , is obtained from the standard deviation of

the magnetometry data from that pixel across all recorded frames. The per-pixel magnetic sensitivity can then be written as

η =
σpxl√

Fs

. (S.4)

The results displayed in main text Figure 2(a) are obtained using 500 frames collected for Fs ≈ 1.4 kHz with spin-bath driving

and Fs ≈ 1.7 kHz without spin-bath driving. The uncertainty reported for the measured median per-pixel sensitivity η with

spin-bath driving is computed as the standard deviation of η across 15 repeated experiments, each consisting of 500 frames.

The experiment without spin-bath driving is only repeated once. As an estimate of the uncertainty for η without spin-bath

driving, the 500 frames are divided into ten 50-frame sets and the standard deviation of η across the ten frame sets is reported.

Experiments for per-pixel magnetic sensitivity measurements with spin-bath driving are also performed at different values of

Fs (≈ 3.1 kHz, 2.2 kHz, 1.0 kHz and 0.5 kHz) to investigate potential technical noise at different imaging speeds. Across all

these measurements, the difference between the maximal and minimal median magnetic sensitivity values is . 5 %. The Allan

deviation for DQ Ramsey magnetic noise measurements (i.e., no external signal) with Fs ≈ 1.4 kHz and spin-bath driving is

shown in Figure S4(b), using 7500 frames. Note that the overhead time associated with data transfer of the 15 batches of 500

frames (approximately 5 min, see supplementary Section S-I) is neglected in Tacq when computing the Allan deviation, similar

to Refs. 17 and 32.

The photon shot-noise-limited magnetic sensitivity for NV Ramsey magnetometry (either SQ or DQ) is given by2

ηshot =
h̄

∆msgeµB

1

Ce(−τ/T∗
2 )

p√
N

√
tI,R + τ

τ
, (S.5)

where ge ≈ 2.003 is the NV center’s electronic g factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, h̄ is the reduced Planck constant, ∆m accounts

for the difference of ms states used for sensing, C is the optical measurement contrast at Ramsey free evolution time τ = 0, T ∗
2

is the NV spin dephasing time, p is a parameter used to describe the Ramsey envelope decay shape, N is the average number

of photons collected per measurement, and tI,R is the combined initialization and readout time during the Ramsey sequence.

We use the following parameters to give an estimate of ηshot for a single QDM pixel using the present NV-diamond sensor.
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FIG. S5. Additional pixel binning results of spatial magnetic noise floor in QDM images. Measurement data are obtained using the differential

measurement protocol. Upper six panels: Images of the background magnetic noise with different acquisition times and pixel binning (values

indicated in lower panel). Scale bar: 50 µm. Lower panel: Spatial magnetic noise floor σspatial as a function of acquisition time Tacq. A dashed

black line depicts power law scaling behavior ∝ T
−1/2

acq as a guide to the eye.

In a DQ sensing scheme, ∆ms = 2. By focusing the total NV fluorescence within the field of view onto a photodiode, we

experimentally determine the ensemble-averaged Ramsey oscillation parameters to be about C = 3 %, T ∗
2 = 2.3 µs, and p = 1.

We use tI,R = 7.04 µs and τ = 2.29 µs, typical for a QDM magnetic imaging experiment, and estimate N = 4× 104 photons

are collected in a single camera pixel (detailed in the next paragraph) during the 2.15 µs camera readout window. Using these

values, the estimated photon shot-noise-limited per-pixel magnetic sensitivity is 1.7 nT/
√

Hz. As discussed in supplementary

Section S-II, the camera accumulates a differential photon number result ∆N between two successive internal exposures. When

outputting an external frame, ∆N is additionally converted to the camera device unit (DU) via a conversion factor (CF), giving

DU = CF∆N. To calibrate CF and infer the photon number N collected by a single pixel during the 2.15 µs camera exposure

window, we perform two sets of measurements to extract the photon noise and signal scaling behavior as a function of the camera

readout duration t. For the noise measurement, we vary t while ensuring the readout times for two successive camera internal

exposures are identical, thus the mean ∆N = 0. However, the characteristic standard deviation (std) in the device unit for each

pixel scales as

(std)2 = Anoiset = (CF)22N, (S.6)

where Anoise is the per-pixel noise scaling slope factor to be determined. For the signal measurement, we vary the exposure time

difference ∆t between two successive camera internal exposures, thus the signal S in terms of the camera device unit is

S = Asignal∆t = CF∆N, (S.7)

where Asignal is the per-pixel signal scaling slope factor to be determined. Further recognizing that ∆N/N = ∆t/t, the CF can be
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FIG. S6. Spatial magnetic noise floor σspatial as a function of acquisition time Tacq. The differential measurement protocol is not employed

and thus the utility of time averaging is limited. No pixel binning is applied.

deduced by

CF =
Anoise

2Asignal

. (S.8)

For the camera operating at unity gain and an internal exposure rate matching the Ramsey sequence readout intervals, we use the

measured photon noise and signal scaling behavior to find an average CF ≈ 1
446

across the field of view. By further recording the

DU as a function of ∆t, an estimated photon number of N = 4×104 is collected in a single pixel after a 2.15 µs readout duration,

for typical QDM operating parameters (detailed above). We note that N is technically the photoelectron number, which differs

by a multiplicative factor from the actual photon number collected by a camera pixel (about 70 % optical fill factor and 90 %

quantum efficiency around the NV fluorescence wavelengths for the Heliotis camera with micro-lenses).

The quantization noise of the Heliotis camera includes electronic and digitization noise. For each external frame, the noise is

dependent on the cycles (Nc) spent accumulating differences between successive internal exposures, and can be estimated in DU

as58

√

0.81+ 0.16Nc. (S.9)

Converting the estimate in DU to equivalent magnetic noise and including the contributions from both the I and Q readout

channels (supplementary Section S-II), the estimated quantization-noise-limited per-pixel magnetic sensitivity is 2.7 nT/
√

Hz.

After adding photon shot-noise and camera quantization noise in quadrature, the combined estimate of per-pixel magnetic

sensitivity is 3.2 nT/
√

Hz. As discussed in main text, the measured median per-pixel magnetic sensitivity is 4.1(1) nT/
√

Hz.

In future work, the magnetic sensitivity limit due to quantization noise can be reduced for a QDM using the Heliotis camera

by increasing the NV fluorescence intensity, NV spin-state readout contrast, and NV spin dephasing time. The dynamic range

of the Heliotis camera is fixed (DU from 0 to 1023, 10-bit), and the camera sensor is optimized for unity gain58. For a given

accumulation cycle Nc of internal exposures, the quantization noise is a constant in DU (see Equation S.9). Thus, if the maximally

achievable slope of the magnetometry curve (supplementary Section S-II), which is used for converting the camera external frame

output from DU to a magnetic-field value, can be increased, then the magnetic-noise contribution from quantization noise will

decrease. The maximized slope of a magnetometry curve for a given Nc is proportional to both NV fluorescence intensity and

spin-state readout contrast (which affect the accumulated differential photon number ∆N in a camera external frame, see above);

and also to NV spin dephasing time T ∗
2 (which affects the optimal sensing interval). Hence, further diamond engineering —

e.g., permitting the use of increased laser illumination intensity while mitigating the contrast degradation due to NV charge-state

conversion51, and also improving the NV spin dephasing time — is beneficial for mitigating the quantization-noise limit on

magnetic sensitivity.

S-V. DIFFERENTIAL MEASUREMENT PROTOCOL

As described in main text, we use a differential measurement protocol to mitigate the spatial-temporal variation of magnetic

noise. This protocol takes the difference of measurement pairs, with each pair consisting of two sets of 500 frames acquired with

identical magnetic sensing sequences — except for the currents applied to the phantom being modulated. For static magnetic-

field measurements, one set of frames is collected with positive current applied to the phantom, while the other frame set

is collected with negative current. For dynamic magnetic-field measurements, the applied current is modulated between on

and off. The first modulation scheme has identical magnetic sensitivity compared to measuring with steady (unmodulated)
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FIG. S7. Denoised QDM picotesla-scale magnetic-field images after about 3600 s signal acquisition time. Original measurement data is

presented in main text Figure 3(b), left panel. Here, two denoising methods, Non-local mean (NLM) and Gaussian smoothing, are applied.

Both algorithms are successful at improving SNR. However, NLM denoising, as shown in (a), additionally excels at restoring fine structures

(e.g., contours, patterns, and edges where the Laplacian is non-zero) from a noisy image that can be otherwise distorted by a Gaussian

smoothing, as shown in (b). Scale bar: 50 µm

current flowing through the phantom, while the second modulation scheme costs approximately a factor of 2 in sensitivity. The

camera external frame rates for imaging both static and dynamic magnetic fields (as well as for measuring the scaling of the

time-averaged spatial magnetic noise floor in main text Figure 2(b)) are set to about 528 Hz (except for the sub-millisecond

magnetic-imaging experiment described in supplementary Section S-VIII); thus the acquisition times for both sets of 500 frames

in the measurement pair are ∼ 1 s. However, considering the overhead associated with data transfer (supplementary Section S-I),

the applied current is modulated on a timescale ∼ 10 s.

After obtaining the differential results of each measurement pair, the magnetic data is further processed by subtracting the

image resulting from a 2D Gaussian spatial filter (kernel size σ
f ilt

x,y = 18 µm) in order to reduce the effect of any residual, large-

length-scale magnetic gradients across the NV layer. The kernel size is experimentally determined to be larger than the variation

length scale of the phantom magnetic field. Finally, the processed magnetic measurement data are averaged over the acquisition

time.

Characterization of the spatial magnetic noise floor in QDM images are reported in Figure S5 for alternative pixel binning,

similar to the procedure and presentation in main text Figure 2(b).

S-VI. SPATIAL MAGNETIC NOISE FLOOR WITHOUT DIFFERENTIAL MEASUREMENT PROTOCOL

To determine the spatial magnetic noise floor without using the differential measurement protocol, we average all of the

successively acquired magnetic frame sets for a given acquisition time Tacq. Before averaging, each acquired frame set is

spatially filtered with a Gaussian kernel as described in supplementary Section S-V to reduce the effect of background magnetic

gradients, and subtracted from the static pixel-to-pixel baseline difference pattern (which arises from manufacturing variations

in the camera). The results are shown in Figure S6.

S-VII. DENOISING OF PICOTESLA-SCALE MAGNETIC IMAGE

A non-local mean (NLM) denoising algorithm21 is applied to the picotesla-scale magnetic image shown in main text Fig-

ure 3(b), right panel, to improve SNR. The main feature of this denoising algorithm is the ability to restore both the large-scale

geometries and fine structures (e.g., contours, patterns, and edges where the Laplacian is non-zero) from a noisy image; whereas

local-mean filtering, such as Gaussian smoothing, can blur fine structures35. Briefly, to denoise a pixel p, the NLM algorithm

will compute the weighted averages of all other pixels q within a search window centered at pixel p. The weight assigned to a

pixel q is computed using the Euclidean L2 distance between two template windows centered at q and p, respectively — i.e.,

summation over squared pixel-pair value differences with each pair consisting of two pixels from the template windows around

q and p, respectively — and normalized using a 1D Gaussian function. If the template window around q has a similar intensity

profile compared to that of p, a higher weight will be assigned to q; this process is then repeated for all q within the search win-

dow centered at p. Thus the denoised pixel p is predominantly the averaged value of similar q pixels, rather than its immediate

neighbors in a local-mean denoising method.

For QDM magnetic imaging of the fabricated wire phantom, regions of similar magnetic-field patterns are not necessarily

adjacent to each other. We expect that NLM denoising can increase SNR while reducing distortions of the magnetic-field
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FIG. S8. QDM magnetic imaging with sub-millisecond time resolution. Camera external frame rate is set to Fs ≈ 1.7 kHz (i.e., time step

between frames of about 0.6 ms). Magnetic signals are produced by applying single-tone AC signal voltages to the phantom. AC frequencies

of 200 Hz, 500 Hz, and 750 Hz are used for different runs of the demonstration experiment. (a, b) Example time-domain magnetic-measurement

data (500 Hz signal) from a single pixel in the QDM image, selected to have significant amplitude variation over a signal cycle. (c) Time-domain

data from the single pixel is Fourier transformed and displayed, here for all three AC frequencies used in the demonstration experiments. The

resulting spectrum is in good agreement with the applied signal frequencies; and with a simulation of the QDM measurement protocol that

leads to a reduction in spectral peak amplitude near the Nyquist frequency (Fs/2).

pattern, as compared to local-mean methods such as a Gaussian smoothing. The sizes of the search and template windows

in NLM denoising are set to 21× 21 pixels and 7× 7 pixels, respectively; taken as the recommended the values from Ref.21.

The kernel size for the 1D Gaussian normalization function is about 44 pT, ∼ 0.5× of the spatial magnetic noise floor σspatial

in the picotesla-scale magnetic image after about 3600 s signal acquisition time (Tacq), as shown in the left panel of main text

Figure 3(b). We manually optimize this kernel size to improve SNR to ∼ 30. The NLM denoised results are shown in main text

Figure 3(b), right panel, and reproduced in Figure S7(a). For Gaussian smoothing in comparison, the measured picotesla-scale

magnetic image is convolved with a Gaussian filter and its kernel size h is set to about 2.6 pixels to increase SNR of the denoised

image to ∼ 30. For pure additive Gaussian white noise in an image, the standard deviation of the noise reduces as 1

h
√

8π
36; and we

thus expect h ≈ 2.9 pixel to reach the desired SNR — similar to the results found for NLM denoising. As shown in Figure S7(b),

the contours of Gaussian-smoothed magnetic-field patterns are qualitatively more distorted than the NLM results. A quantitative

perspective to evaluate the performance of the denoising algorithms is comparing the mean square errors (MSE)21, obtained

using the Euclidean L2 distance between the original and the denoised images. The NLM denoising method produces about

17 % smaller MSE than the Gaussian smoothing result.

S-VIII. MAGNETIC IMAGING WITH SUB-MILLISECOND TIME RESOLUTION

To demonstrate the capability of the present QDM for magnetic imaging with sub-millisecond time resolution, we operate

the Heliotis camera at an external frame rate of Fs ≈ 1.7 kHz. A single-tone AC signal voltage of fixed amplitude is then

applied to the phantom; and 500 dynamic magnetic images are acquired (over ∼ 290 ms), with a time step between images

= 1/Fs ≈ 0.6 ms. The experiment is conducted for three different runs with signal frequencies of 200 Hz, 500 Hz, and 750 Hz;

and each run is repeated once. A single pixel (no binning), selected to have significant amplitude variation over a signal cycle,
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FIG. S9. Simulated phantom static magnetic-field patterns (Bottom four panels) projected along four NV axes in the diamond crystal (shown

schematically in the top panel). In the present study, the QDM is configured to image the magnetic field projected along the [111] axis. The

simulation procedure is detailed in the caption for Figure 3(a), left panel, in main text.

is used to characterize the time-domain oscillations of the magnetic-field measurements (see Figure S8(a, b)); the time-domain

data is then Fourier-transformed to identify the signal frequency components, as shown in Figure S8(c). The results are in

good agreement with the signal frequencies. However, suppression of the spectral peak amplitude is observed near the Nyquist

frequency (Fs/2), due to the effective low-pass filtering in generating a camera external frame, as each external frame contains

the accumulated photoelectrons from multiple internal exposures for magnetic-signal measurements using the DQ 4-Ramsey

sequence (supplementary Section S-II). In all the magnetic imaging data acquired in this sub-millisecond demonstration, the

internal exposure (i.e., readout of NV fluorescence after a DQ Ramsey sequence) rate is 122 kHz; and a single external frame

is produced by the camera after digitizing the cumulative photoeletrons from 72 internal exposures, giving a time step between

external frames of about 0.6 ms irrespective of the AC signal frequency. The accumulation cycles of internal exposures can be

reduced to increase the temporal resolution of external frames, ultimately limited by the Heliotis camera’s maximal external

frame rate (∼ 3.8 kHz). A simulation of this low-pass filtering effect in camera external frames — using synthesized data sets

for each of the AC signal frequencies, sampling at the internal exposure rate, averaging over the accumulation cycles for the

time-domain data, and then a Fourier transform — is in good agreement with the experimental measurements, as shown in

Figure S8(c).

S-IX. PHANTOM MAGNETIC-FIELD PATTERNS PROJECTED ALONG DIFFERENT NV AXES

The diamond employed in the present QDM is cut into a square prism with side facets perpendicular to the [110] and [110]
crystal axes. This geometry facilities alignment of the diamond sensor to the fabricated wire phantom; the diamond is then

directly mounted onto the silicon carbide wafer that supports the fabricated phantom structure to fix their relative orientation.

All magnetic imaging in the present study is of the projection of the phantom magnetic-field pattern along one of the four

NV quantization axes in the diamond, corresponding to the [111] crystal axis. Figure S9 shows the simulated phantom static

magnetic-field patterns projected along all four NV crystal axes.


